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SHARING ROYALTIES WITH FEDERAL INVENTORS

_ BACKGROUND
Congress i~seeking to stimulate American innovation by creating
greater commercialization of Federally-supported R&D. Presently
the Gove~ent fu.nds 50%- or $!:i5 billion annua.LLy-o- of our R&D
effort. Attention ia focusing OIl the Federal laboratory system
which now contributes little to our economic growth.
Unfortunately, a slllall trade association is jeopardizing this
effort to deflect attention frolR a few companies' internal
man.gement problems.

The object of this debate is legislation introduced in the House
and Senate allowing federal laboratories to manage their inventions
by licensing them and retaining royalty income. Because one-
sixth of the U.S. scientists and engineers work in our federal
laboratory system, performing more than $17 billion of R&D
annually, it is important that this technology be successfully
transfered to the economy. Universities have found that sharing
royalties with their inventors is the catalyst making this
technology transfer possible.

Intellectual Property Owners, Inc.--a small group of industry
patentcounsels-- reflecting fears of a segment of their
constituents, are objecting to royalty sharing by federally
employed inventors in legislation now under consideration by the
Congress. IPO alleges that requiring royalty sharing for federal
inventors (paralleling current law for university inventors) sets
a precedent which will be applied to the private sector. Rather
than a simple mechanism such as royalty sharing, IPO advocates a
complex, bureaucratic "award system" under which Federal
inventors would meekly petition Washington for some compensation
for their discoveries commercialized by the private sector.
Experience has shown that agencies trying to implement award
schemes create only more bureaucracy with meager rewards to
inventors and great expense to the taxpayer.

Ironically, the handful of companies driving IPO objecting to
royal ty shar ing are not evel')interested in working with the
federal laboratories and halT'!,! little, if any, experience
collaborating with universities sharing royalties! Rather, these

--c.ompanies·.r-efl-ecta-1950'·s -t=op-down-manag-ement --style-that'feels
threatened by employee incentives. These middle level corporate
managers fear that the university success sharing royalties will
be duplicated in the federal laboratories creating unrest within
their own companies. Companies who have revitalized their
corporate structure to reward productive employed inventors, or
who have entered into collaboration with universities are not
afraid of incentive systems in pUblic research.

Japan and several European countries have enacted laws entitling
all inventors-- both pUblically and privately employed- to an
interest in their inventions calculated on the basis of the
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circumstances under which the invention was made. Some American firms
have had what they consider to be unsatisfactory experiences in
their overseas units under these laws. IPO seeks to insure that
such Governmentally-mandated inc:entive systems are not imposed on
American private industry. Congress and the Administration have
endorsed this position considedng the foreign models an
unwarranted Governmental intrusi.on in the private- sector.
However because of their fears, IPO feels threatened by royalty
sharing even in universities and Federal laboratories. Federal
laboratry managers simply want atuthority to reward their
inventors and research staff comparable to private industry.
Because of the strictures Federal technology managers operate
under, options for rewarding employees for excellence available
to the private sector are denied them.

The House Science and Technology Committee will soon take up
legislation reported from Subcommittee minus rQyalty sharing ~
Federal inventors £t ~ insiste~ Qf IfQ. Unless changed,
this will be a serious barrier to the federal laboratory system.

In order to commercialize the billions of dollars of technology
in our laboratories, laboratory directors must have the same
discretion to reward employees as eXists in the private sector.
Permitting royalty sharing meets this need according to all of
the Federal agencies wanting to use the authorities of the
legislation. Laboratory directors must also have the authority
to reward other contributors to the invention in addition to the
actual inventor. This also parallels avenues already available in
the private sector.

The Senate Commerce Committee will soon begin deliberations on a
companion bill based on S. 65 introduced by Senate Majority
Leader Robert Dole.

The Dole bill and similar legislation introduced by House
Minority Leader Robert Michel (H.R. 695), provides federal
invento~s a share of royalties returned to the laboratory from
patent licensing. The bills are modeled on a 1980 law (Public
Law 96-517) giving universities and small businesses ownership of
inventions made under federal qr ant.s and contracts. This Act
rE!C,lu ire!llloiyersities toshar;Elrc)ya1t.i efl~a:rnE!C1 'II'~tQl,IIliYer;!lit:y
inventors; - Congress enacted t.h i s provision because willing 
participation of inventors is the core of successful technology
transfer. This requirement zaa mu. placed on small businesses
because Congress recognized that nonprofit institutions have
special needs not applicable to t:he private sector.

Congress recognized that nonprofit inventors are hired to expand
the frontiers of knowledge and that technology transfer is an
addition to their primary mission. This is not the case in the
private sector. Prior to the enactment of the 1980 law many
universties feared losing some of the best basic research
scientists because academic salary structures are not intended to
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reward commercializing inventions. This is still true at
Federally-operated laboratories. Royalty sharing has enabled
many of the:most creative minds to remain on campus performing
basic research while being rewarded for their discoveries.
Losing the best researchers is still a problem at the federal
labs according to-the 1983 Report of the White House Science
Council headed by David Packard. In the report to President
Reagan the Council found that "almost all of the Federal
laboratories, both government-operated and contractor-operated,
suffer serious disadvantages in their inabilities to attract,
ret&in, and motivate scientific and technical personnel required
to fulfill their missions. ~ ~incipal disadvantage is~
inability Qf ~ Federal laboratories. particUlarly those under
~ Civil Service system, ~ ~~ sc~entists and engineers
xith competitjve compensation At entry and ~ senior level "
(emphasis added). Royalty sharin9 is designed to meet this
problem. With one-sixth of all of the research scientists and
engineers employed at Federally-operated labs, the u.S. simply
cannot afford to waste these creative people.

Congress also recognizes that the needs of the nonprofit
sector are unique. University and federal laboratory inventors
are under great pressure to immediately publish the results of
their research for professional recognition. Such pressures do
not exist in the private sector. It was to counterbalance this
need-- which can destroy proprietary rights needed for
commercialization by the private sector-- that royalty sharing was
devised. Thus, university and federal employee royalty sharing
actually protects the interests of industry I

Universities are now able to persuade many inventors to
file patent applications at the same time as publishing research
results so that patent rights, especially abroad, are not
destroyed. This happy balance not only fully protects academic
freedom, and encourages the free exchange of information so
important on campus; it also protects the interests of the
private sector and discourages foreign competitors from freely
pirating U.S. taxpayer sponsored R&D. The result is that more
jobs and important discoveries are developed here.

Rather than setting a precedent for private industry,the13E!n
differenceswereaga inrec6gnized-ln n1984'nwn enthe law was
amended to include university operated Government laboratories.
During the lengthy Senate and House debates over this measure nQ
QUe suggested ±h£t ~ success Qf ~ university royalty sharing
requirement KaS a precedent fQL ±l~ private sector. Indeed,
legislation supported by the Administration sought to include big
business Government contractors under the provisions of the 1980
law and again nQ~ nQt eyen QPPonents Qf broadening ~ 1AH
~ university royalty sharing ~ a precedent fQL private
industry!

After 5 years experience universities overwhelmingly cite royalty
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sharing as one of the cornerstones of their success in working
with the private sector. Because of this interaction the United
States holds a commanding lead in the development of
biotechnology which originated at the universities. Countries
such as Japan are seeking to duplicate our success in linking
universities and.the private sector.

Abundant evidence already exists that royalty sharing is directly
connected to our successful industry-university interface.
Schools such as the University of California and the University
of Maryland are so convinced of the this linkage that they have
raised the inventor's percentage to 50% of the receipts of
licensing income I Many schools working on long range projects
with big businesses, like that between Washington University in
St. Louis and Monsanto, .say that royalty sharing provisions have
never been a problem in interactions with the private sector.

Experts in technology transfer from publically funded R&D to the
private sector say for this interaction to be successful
certain incentives must be present. Every player involved in the
interaction must benefit, the inventing organization, the
Government, and the private aeccor , But central to any success
must be the indjvidual whose creativity is the basis for ~the

exchange. Indeed, rewarding individual inventors was the reason
that the patent system was authorized in the Consitution under
Article I, Section 8.

As the law now stands, inventors at universities and university
operated Government labs share royalties while their counterparts
in Federally run labs do not. Legislation must address this
inequity or the flow of talented researchers at the Federal
laboratories will increase.

By excluding the inventor from Federal lab legislation, a few
industry patent counsels seek to turn the patent system on its
head. The patent system thus becomes a bludgeon keeping inventors
down rather than a stimulus lifting them up. Indeed, individual
creativity is the keystone of American creativity. Misguided
special interests like Intellectual Property Owners appear to
view inventors as unpredictable elements who must be carefully
controlled by corporate managers. Such a bureaucratic view of the

~ ·creatrve people who irrdividually<cr'eate and changeindustiies
might make for smooth management, but it is inimical to
innovation. Innovative companies; large and small, are constantly
reviewing their management practices to insure that they
stimulate, not discourage, innovators. The Federal Government
must do the same.

We are on the brink of tapping into a tremendous source of basic
and applied research unequalled in the world. The economic
benefits will be staggering. Royalty sharing is the key for
unlocking this tremendous resource, or of frittering away a
priceless asset. The choice is clear.
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